INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING YOUR 2018 VOITURE ACTIVITES REPORT

Forms are available at the Nationale Website: www.fortyandeight.org

LOCALE INSTRUCTIONS

List all events held throughout the year. Most of the activities are Listed on the Locale Report. List the number of Voyageurs attending each activity. Fill in the boxes under the different activities and add the columns for their totals. Dames should be listed under number of Voyageur. Use as many continuation sheets as necessary, remembering to carry all your totals to the front page. If the activity included rolling stock be sure to enter "yes", number of miles and dollars spent. Do not forget to include quests. Submit your completed report to your Grande Directeur by whatever deadline he established.

GRANDE INSTRUCTIONS

Once you have received all of your Locale Reports, do the formula, left of center (# of Voyagers participating divided by # of events, divided by total member’s ____ equals and come up with a Grande Percentage participation. The column’s right of center, (guest, $ spent, mileage, without rolling stock and with rolling stock) are for reporting at Nationale Promenade. Please be sure to send in the highest scoring Local report and also the highest scoring Locale with rolling stock reports with your Grande report.

There are three Nationale Awards for Voiture Activities, including:

1. Best Grande Program
2. Best Local
3. Best Locale with Rolling Stock